2012 California State Games Skateboarding – Day 1

Street Results:

Minis – 8 & under:
1. Curtis Croll
2. Patrick O’Mara
3. Finnley Stess
4. Rylan Mancilla
5. Jacob Kinney
6. Hunter Eaton
7. Elliot Smolin
8. Spencer Yankton
9. Minna Stess
10. Bryce Tanner
11. Peter Boehm
12. Hayden Romero

Novice – 9 and 10:
1. Finnley Stess
2. Nolan Corengia
3. Stone Sullivan
4. Patrick Cannon
5. Ryan Forte
6. Andrew Scott
7. Tucker Babchuck
8. Dylan Mills
9. Brody Ellis

1A – 11 and 12:
1. Noah Martin
2. Nathan Ko
3. Lucas Freitas
4. Mason Ryan
5. Rico Dixon
6. Andrew Lopez
7. Mario Barbosa
8. Stirling Newhouse

2A – 13 and over intermediate:
1. Julian Hooda
2. Dejon Kreis
3. Justin Cerrone
4. Corey Walker
5. Jonathan Ochoa
6. Steven Solis
7. Jack Wian
8. Gabriel Gonzalez

3A - 13 and over advanced:
1. Matt McKay
2. Cameron McNichols
3. Stone Hendrikkx
4. Christian Torrence
5. Garrett Spurlock
6. Evan Haegele

Sponsored – 12 and under:
1. Dylan Sullivan (Olley)
2. Asher Bradshaw (The Garage Board Shop)
3. Zachary Taveritte (Troll)
4. Kyle Wilkerson (Wearhouse)

Sponsored – 13 and over:
1. Gage Boyle (Real)
2. Alex Cajero (The Garage Board Shop)
3. Zach Allen (Hustle Villians)
4. Jaime Lopez (The Garage Board Shop)

Sponsored – 16 and over:
1. Justin Hergins (The Garage Boardshop)
2. John Sarna (Powder & Sun)
3. Anthony Valdez (The Garage Boardshop)
4. Thomas Llamas (Shipwreck)
5. Aaron Rivera (The Garage Boardshop)
2012 California State Games Skateboarding – Day 2

Mini-Ramp Results:

**Unsponsored – 10 and under:**
1. Taj Thuemmler
2. Nate Vernia
3. Curtis Croll
4. Finnley Stess
5. Kai Yamasaki
6. Tucker Babchuck
7. Patrick O’mara
8. Rylan Mancilla
9. Bryce Wettstein
10. Minna Stess
11. Shaye McInnis
12. Jacob Kinney
13. Elliot Smolin

**Unsponsored – 11 and over:**
1. Ethan Deamos
2. Troy Amelotte
3. Lilly Graves
4. Arianna Carmona
5. Evan Bermel

**Sponsored – all ages:**
1. Braden Stelma (World Industries)
2. Asher Bradshaw (The Garage Board Shop)
3. Matthew Wilcox (Olley)
4. Anthony Valdez (The Garage Board Shop)
5. Dylan Sullivan (Olley)
6. Jeromy Green (Olley)
7. Jaime Lopez (The Garage Board Shop)
8. Frank Fernandez (Hurt Life)
9. Justin Hergins (The Garage Board Shop)

Bowl Results:

**Unsponsored – 10 and under:**
1. Nate Vernia
2. Taj Thuemmler
3. Rylan Mancilla
4. Kai Yamasaki
5. Curtis Croll
6. Shaye McInnis
7. Finnley Stess
8. Patrick O'mara

**Unsponsored – 11 and over:**
1. Julian Torres
2. Kai Yamasaki
3. Lilly Graves
4. Elyn Deamos
5. Troy Amelotte

**Sponsored – all ages:**
1. Asher Bradshaw (The Garage Board Shop)
2. Gage Boan (Chance To Ride)
3. Matthew Wilcox (Olley)
4. Jeromy Green (Olley)
5. Braden Stelma (World Industries)

**All Girls – all ages:**
1. Arianna Carmona
2. **Sarah Thompson**
3. Bryce Wettstein
4. Lilly Graves
5. Minna Stess

**Vert Results:**

**Unsponsored – 10 and under:**
1. Nate Vernia
2. Ryan Mancilla
3. Patrick O'mara
4. Bryce Tanner
5. Curtis Croll

**Unsponsored – 11 and over:**
1. Arianna Carmona
2. Julian Torres
3. Lilly Graves
4. Troy Amelotte
5. Ava Cavanaugh

**Sponsored – all ages:**
1. Braden Stelma (World Industries)
2. Matthew Wilcox (Olley)
3. Jeromy Green (Olley)
4. Asher Bradshaw (The Garage Board Shop)